CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics or Colorful Fluid Dynamics?
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Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy? –
Bohemian Rhapsody, Queen
Queen’s immortal Bohemian Rhapsody asks a question that
can directly apply to mathematical models: How do we know
that numerical models are true? How do we know that they
are defensible? More importantly, how can a modeler convey
to customers the care he or she put into the model itself?
Those questions are important to the water industry, where
leading companies are making better use of sophisticated
models every day.

Enter CFD
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) was once exclusive to the aerospace and automobile industries. That
is no longer the case. Today, CFD is literally changing the shape of water management facilities and
equipment.
Water and wastewater treatment plants are typically designed from a purely civil engineering perspective,
with primary focus on hydraulics and infrastructure, and not as much focus on treatment processes. As
plant design evolved, plant operators and engineers noticed that some components of the treatment train,
while structurally and hydraulically sound, often fell short of treatment goals. It became widely evident that
common phenomena such as short-circuiting, dead zones and thermal currents were not accounted for in
standard calculations. Tracer studies then became an invaluable tool for better understanding and
improving volumetric efficiency. Simple basins gave way to more efficient serpentine designs.
While these were huge steps in improving design, many variables were still unaddressed by early analytical
tools. In particular, multiphase flows, gas/water interactions like those seen in almost every wastewater or
water treatment process—specifically in aeration, activated sludge, disinfection and in primary and
secondary clarifiers—were not understood or correctly accounted for. Neither were the complex
phenomena of chemical species transport, reaction kinetics and mass transfer.

Evolving Standards
In the last decade, the water and wastewater engineering community has begun to utilize the power of CFD
analysis to enhance the design of systems, allow for efficient retrofits and quickly troubleshoot and fix
problems.
That is good news. What isn’t as good is that while the aerospace and automobile industries have wellknown and published best practices for application of CFD, in addition to extensive experimental data, that
is not the case for water and wastewater.

FIGURE 1. Ideal versus Realistic Conditions. Ideal conditions assume plug flow, with 100% volumetric efficiency.

Tracer concentration at effluent is used to calculate a more realistic residence time actual installations.

There is an immediate need to promote best practices for using CFD, powerful tool that it is, in the civil and
environmental engineering fields. In addition, it is crucial to distinguish where CFD is simply being used as
a marketing tool and not as a carefully verified and validated design and analysis tool, earning the
pejorative “Colorful Fluid Dynamics.”
This being the case, it is all the more important that the process of CFD modeling is undertaken with great
care. Modeling errors and poor practices can lead to:
•
•
•
•
•

Poor and misleading representation of reality
Inconsistent results—for instance, drastic differences in predicting the uniformity of gas
dispersion from two different users
Inaccurate results, such as unrealistic velocity predictions
Overdesign, leading to unsustainable designs and poor ROI
Failed design, which can result in liability to utilities, consultants, OEMs and, most important,
threats to public health and safety.

FIGURE 2. Gas dispersion

and mixing in over-under
contact basin.
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Consistency: A model is said to be consistent when the solution of a discretized equation approaches the
solution of the exact equation as grid spacing/time step tends to zero.
Stability: A stable solution does not amplify errors that appear in the numerical solution process. Stability in
steady-state, iterative methods is achieved when the solution does not diverge. Stability in temporal methods is
achieved when the model yields a bounded solution.
Convergence and Conservation: Conservation of mass, momentum and energy are at the core of any valid
CFD analysis.
Boundedness and Realizability: Numerical solutions should lie within proper bounds. A thorough validation
protocol is essential to ensure that a CFD model translates from conceptual design to real-life implementation.
Basic best practices for reliable and trustworthy CFD analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grid independence–the fineness of the mesh should not affect the numerical solution.
Time step independence for transient simulations–time step size should not affect the numerical
solution.
Mass and energy balance checks.
Sensitivity analysis to boundary conditions.
Check for anomalous, non-physical quantities in computational domain.
Literature search for appropriate models for turbulence, multiphase flow, species transport etc. for
given case.
Validate, validate, validate with real data as much as possible.

Powerful Tool
At Mazzei Injector Company, we use CFD to design mixing systems and their individual components including
venturi injectors, nozzles and Pipeline Flash Reactors™, as well as assist our customers to best utilize these
components within their systems. By modeling systems with CFD, we can “see” and mitigate dead zones and
short-circuiting, predict and improve mixing and mass transfer, both for new designs and for retrofits.

FIGURE 3. Mixing in a venturi injector

For us and many others in the water and wastewater industry, CFD is more than colorful streamlines and
strange, beautiful vectors and contours—it’s a vital tool for ensuring that our products are used to deliver
maximum performance.
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FIGURE 4. Gas dispersion and rapid mixing from nozzles.

FIGURE 5. Vectors of flow and contours of gas mixing under a baffle in over-under contact basin.

FIGURE 6. Gas dispersion and mixing in a

pipeline flash reactor.

